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Appendix

CREATIVE STARTER
We're holding the price

WHYAREWE ADVERTISING?
To tell smokers that despite the budget Sovereign has held its price.

WHO AREWE TALKING TO?

Lambert & Butler, (Dorchester, Dickens and Grant)smokers who are looking for value for money, a branded low cost
quality product.
They are motivated by cigarettes in nice packs and will want to be associated with a brand that is being advertised,
especially with a `money off' offer.
They will also be compelled by the fact that this brand is from B&H. Heritage is very important to them .
People who are likely to trade down from their current `premium' smoke especially as a result of prices going up with the
budget .
These people are not rocket scientists . They get frustrated by advertising that goes over their heads. They like to get
involved in the advertising in some way.

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
They know they are roughly the same price as L&B but still good quality because its from B&H. Because of
this the brand is not regarded as being naff.

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?
That Sovereign is cheaper than L&B (and other `quality' cheap fags)

PROPOSITION
Sovereign is still only £2.65.

SUBSTANTIATION
£2.65 pre and post budget price .

TONE OF VOICE
Simple, Clear, Price led

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Pack and Price . Health Warning. ASA codes apply. Jester campaign

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
Press and poster .
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THE BRIEF

CREATIVE STARTER
It's howyou feel when you get 10 beers for the price of 8.

WHY ARE WE ADVERTISINGP
To bring to the attention of smokers a 'too good to miss offer' to trial Sovereign.

WHO ARE WE TALKING TOP
Cost conscious smokers. This means both Premium cigarette smokers who want to pay less and Economy
sector smokers who want better quality. For both, the issue is to get the best quality at the lowest price.

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
Awareness of Sovereign is not high . Those aware of it probably know it is an Economybrand and some will
know it is from B&H. The Jester campaign is most smokers' point of reference. They may be put off trying
it because of pre-conceived perceptions of quality/taste.

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISINGP
I have to give Sovereign a try.

PROPOSITION
Try it .

SUBSTANTIATION
" Sovereign really is good quality - it comesfrom the B&H stable and carries the same heritage of

quality and flavour .
" Here's a perfect opportunity to give Sovereign a try and it won't cost me much/anything.

TONE OF VOICE
Attention grabbing and motivating.

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Mechanics of offer- fill in coupon, send off and receive 5 x `25p off vouchers for 20 Sovereign and/or
Sovereign Lights
Coupon (plus mandatory copy). Pack Shot. Health warning. Price.

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
'/ page colour/mono (consider innovative use of space)



THETHINKING
" Sovereign is not an expensive cigarette
" And yet Sovereign is from Benson and Hedges (the most
premium of all cigarettes)

" Sovereign is the definitive value-for-money cigarette
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THEBRIEF
WHYAREWE ADVERTISING?
To reinforce the National advertising campaign in areas of both specific regional strengths and weaknesses .

WHOAREWE TALKING TO?
The specific areas of strengths and weaknesses have yet to be determined for 1997, but these are likely to be
relatively small local regions outside of the South of England. Therefore careful consideration will be needed
to determine the right tone of voice.

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
After last year's advertising (and other marketing bits and pieces), far more people are aware of Sovereign
than they were. Also they are very aware that Sovereign is a good smoke, inexpensive and from B&H .

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?
That if they are looking for a `cheap' cigarette (like L&B or Rothmans Royals), they can get no better than
Sovereign . It's a quality cigarette, form a trustworthy brand and it's cheaper than the others .

PROPOSITION
Sovereign is the best value for money brand you can buy.

SUBSTANTIATION
Sovereign is cheaper than L&B or Royals- only £2.65
Sovereign is clearly from B&H
Sovereign has a classy pack
Sovereign is a `good, clean smoke'

TONE OF VOICE
Enjoyable, celebratory and fun.
This brand is not deadly serious and `up its own arse' like some brands we could mention.

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Keep it simple .
Pack and Price. Health Warning. ASA codes apply.
Regional relevance.

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
Single page B&W press, and/or small space.
Regional exposure .



THE THINKING

" Smokers want to smoke quality cigarettes
" Increasingly they cannot afford them
" Sovereign from B&H offers them the opportunity to smoke a

quality cigarette at an affordable price
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THE BRIEF
WHYARE WE ADVERTISING?
To encourage trial and to establish Sovereign as a Value-for-money brand in the consumers mind beforecigarette advertising is banned . We need to fight Lambert & Butler and Rothmans Royals head-on in order tobuild on the share that we have already won from them. (Aim to grow share to 3.5 % - 2.9 % Sov. & 0.65Sov. Light) .

WHO AREWE TALKING TO?
We are talking to a much broader audience of smokers than we used to be . Although premium brands stilllead the market, the trend is to smoke cheaper brands of cigarettes these days . Therefore the demographics ofour audience are much less well defined than they used to be . That said, cheap brand smokers are typically
female (but by no means exclusively), younger (18-34, with the exception of Royals who are 24-44) and oflower socio-economic standing (we're talking DE here).
Attitudinally, our audience is easy - they like to relax with a drink and a cigarette, but they don't have a lot ofcash to spend .
It's important that they see Sovereign as a sensible choice of fact and should not be made to feel guilty aboutbuying a cheaper cigarette

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
After last year's advertising (and other marketing), far more people are aware of Sovereign than they were.
Also they are very aware that Sovereign is a good smoke, inexpensive and from B&H.

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?
Sovereign is a quality cigarette from a trustworthy brand and it's better value than the others like L&B orRothmans Royals .

PROPOSITION
SOVEREIGN GIVES YOU AFFORDABLE QUALITY.

SUBSTANTIATION
Sovereign is cheaper than L&B or Royals- only £2.65
Sovereign is clearly from B&H
Sovereign has a pack you can be proud of
Sovereign is a `good, clean smoke'

TONE OF VOICE
Enjoyable, celebratory, honest & matey
This brand is not deadly serious and `up its own arse' like some brands we could mention.

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
The Jester and the chequer-board floor.
Pack and Price. Health Warning . ASA codes apply
Call to action (ie. `Give em a bash')
CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
Single page full-colour press and 48 sheet Posters
National exposure .



Consider

ways that the campaign `look' can be moved on to prevent it becoming stale

.



THE THINKING
" Smokers want to smoke quality cigarettes
" Increasingly they cannot afford them
" Sovereign from B&H offers them the opportunity to smoke a
quality cigarette at an affordable price
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THE BRIEF
WHY ARE WE ADVERTISING?
To reinforce the National advertising campaign and establish it more solidly regionally .

WHO AREWE TALKING TO?
The specific areas of strengths and weaknesses have yet to be determined for 1997, but these are likely to berelatively small local regions outside of the South of England. Therefore careful consideration will be neededto determine the right tone of voice.

WHAT DO THEY THINK ABOUT THE BRAND NOW?
After last year's advertising (and other marketing bits and pieces), far more people are aware of Sovereignthan they were. Also they are very aware that Sovereign is a good smoke, inexpensive and from B&H.

WHAT SHOULD THEY THINK AFTER SEEING THE ADVERTISING?
That if they are looking for a `cheap' cigarette (like L&B or Rothmans Royals), they can get no better thanSovereign. It's a quality cigarette, form a trustworthy brand and it's cheaper than the others .

PROPOSITION -
Sovereign is the best value for money brand you can buy.

SUBSTANTIATION
Sovereign is cheaper than L&B or Royals- only £2 .65
Sovereign is clearly from B&H
Sovereign has a classy pack
Sovereign is a `good, clean smoke'

TONE OF VOICE
Enjoyable, celebratory and fun.
This brand is not deadly serious and `up its own arse' like some brands we could mention.

MANDATORY INCLUSIONS
Keep it simple .
Pack and Price. Health Warning. ASA codes apply .
Regional relevance.

CAMPAIGN REQUIREMENTS
Single page B&W press, and/or small space.
Regional exposure .




